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Where is your sugar via? Sure, it's in ice cream and cookies, but what scared Eve O. Probably
everywhere. Schaub was the secret world of sugar-concealed in bacon, crackers, salad dressing,
pasta sauce, poultry broth, and baby food. With her eye open by the task of obesity expert Dr.
The stories, guidelines, and recipes she shares toss refreshing light on questionable dietary
advice we have been following for a long time and show that it's possible to eat at restaurants
and move grocery shopping-with less and even no added sugar.On the way, Eve uncovered the
real costs of our sugar-heavy American diet-including diabetes, obesity, and increased incidences
of health problems such as cardiovascular disease and cancer. Robert Lustig and others, Eve
challenged her husband and two school-age group daughters to become listed on her on a quest
to consume no added sugars for a whole year.
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 I eat breads without sugars, tomato sauce without sugars, etc etc. I must say i did enjoy reading
this book. Read additional books too though. Not really that I begrudge Schaub and her family
the monthly sweet treat, but when she started to add up all of the small sugar transgressions
they couldn't help committing as a family, not to mention the truth that her kids seemed to be
getting a healthy dosage of sugars when she wasn't searching, I wondered why she experienced
chosen such a misleading title. My family and I eat less sugars than this family members did
during their season of no glucose! Although Schaub promises that her family ate pretty healthily
already, I have to wonder. I make foods every day, and have been for a long time, that don't
include a bit of sugar.Funny and interesting but Zero sugar? Not three or four weeks or until the
next family event. I felt very motivated by the book and would recommend it to anyone who
would like a realistic method of quitting sugar. And let's be honest. There are people on a
dedicated whole foods diet that eat 100 moments better than this family did for a year. I had to
issue some of Schaub's choices in the name of staying away from glucose: chips and cheese for
lunch! Really? There's one section in the book where they discuss consuming a "sugar free of
charge" chocolate but one of the ingredients is normally oligofructose and how she wasn't sure if
that could count as fructose or not really. I hope to learn more of her work in the future. Diet
soda is artificially very nice and messes with the body and its perception of sugars entering the
body.. I understand raising and killing your very own livestock but she treated the whole thing
just like a field trip.Overall I think this is kind of a gimmicky reserve that slowed down and
became less interesting in the last 1/4. Very funny and interesting in parts, but definitely not a
calendar year of NO sugar. Let's not pretend.. No glucose means no glucose. her experiment
wasn't also close to being "A 12 months of No Sugar." The science in beginning was interesting.
Her design of writing was pleasant. Plus the whole premise is meant to be going without sugar,
not replacing normal table sugars with some esoteric mail purchase sugar substitute. And I
wonder why, after Schaub discovered dextrose (that is technically still glucose not fructose) and
its ability to make a passable dessert, didn't she simply adopt it low cost as a dessert and baked
items sweetener. She results in as genuine.. her experiment wasn't even close to being "A 12
months of No Sugar.! And the whole family was pounding down Lara Pubs and homemade
desserts that were sweetened with dextrose, dates, raisins, bananas, etc.! I had hoped to
understand about her physical encounter and the healing which could occur within the body
when it gets reprieved of the responsibility of sugar. But unfortunately, there was none of that. It
doesn't mean "no added sugars" or "no fructose". She also ate lots of bagels.. and dried fruit
substitutes don't really allow your body to create that shift. Instead there were several tales of
the headaches and feeling like crap that came on when she DID consume large quantities of
sugar throughout the year. Oh well! No question she never surely got to the idea that she
stopped craving sugar. But in my opinion, it fell short. Too many exceptions. She states that she
gave her kids potato chips rather than a whole wheat grains muffin however the English Muffins
in my frig have 1 g of sugar. First, I love the writing design. This writer is certainly engaging and
interesting.. And none of the restaurants experienced oil she could have placed on a
salad?Having said that, I had two main issues with this publication. Artificial sweetener causes
tumor in lab rats. The science will not seem to support that. However the quality of writing fell
off midway through. Also, the author and her family seem to make a wide array of exceptions to
the idea of going without sugars.. It seems to include up to more exceptions than appears
reasonable given that the premise of the reserve is going without sugar for a whole year . It just
appears to me that this family was consuming a boatload of sugars before their big season
"without" and that's why it was such a revelation. Food decisions that produce no sense I



couldn't finish the book. I felt bad for her girls. To begin with each individual in the family
experienced an exception to the sugar rule. Her husband's was to keep drinking diet soda. Diet
soda???" It had been a year of attempting to reduce processed fructose as much as possible,
while making many exceptions for birthdays/public gatherings, and sometimes turning the
various other cheek for insufficient preparation..!! for your year. He would have been better off
to beverage regular soda. I live in New England in a rural region similar to Schaub's, will have, so
I'm not pampered with better options than she had. Her decisions seem nonsensical. She eats
lots of fruit and also makes desserts with fruit. There just doesn't appear to be any logical reason
an adult should eat more than 1-2 servings of fruit daily. She was trying in order to avoid
fructose but she was eating tons of it everyday. I value the point that the author was trying to
make.. Bagels have a substantial amount of sugars. But. Easy reading..!. I feel like she just did
this therefore she could reveal it.. I have no idea if she didn't perform her research but Ezekiel
sprouted grain bread offers 0 g of sugar. Questionable premise. I am kinda shocked a mother or
father would make that kind of "nutritional" decision on her behalf kids. Surely common sense
would prevail at some point.she would not eat mayonnaise that has significantly less than a
gram of sugar per portion. It didn't look like a sincere effort. I would not recommend anyone
purchasing this book. Misleading title. But "Calendar year of no Glucose" by Eve Schaub stands
out as one of the better ones. "calendar year of no sugar", to me, means there is no sugar
consumed. That is not the case here. A better title would have been "a yr of reduced glucose" b/c
that's in fact what it was. You don't get to say you proceeded to go a calendar year without
sugars when one family member is still drinking diet soda and a different one is still drinking
wines and you also have a dessert on a monthly basis.. Because sugar is sugar. I didn't surface
finish the whole reserve b/c of all the exceptions which were continually made. Truthfully with all
the current preservatives in those two items she would have already been better off having a
salad with just a little dressing.. She repeatedly stated that bread was filled with sugar. Even if
you disregard the dextrose, you additionally have exceptions for birthdays, holidays, what the
kids eat at school for the most part, plus that one sugar laden recognized dessert monthly.it has
the phrase fructose in it...I also didn't quite follow the poultry slaughter tangent...I go through
enough to learn that initially they decided the chocolate was okay but afterwards decided it
wasn't and stopped eating it. Loved this book! The author’s humorous writing is actually fun.
After all her children had dessert every night before the experiment!. One Star This book was so
frustrating to learn. Great book written with humor Great book written with humor. Over the last
year or two I'd already reduced my sugar consumption drastically, now I plan to do so a lot
more. Sugar isn't so sweet I read a fairly large number of books, most of them in the food,
health, and dieting genre. The author doesn't present facts in an overly scientific manner, and
presents the dark cloud of fructose which hangs over nearly everyone in an very easily
understood and amusing way. The title of the book is misleading. The ultimate chapter (Sugar at
Midnight) was a fantastic summary of the book and lessons learned. If you are wanting to
eliminate all or a few of the sugar from your diet, this is the book to truly get you motivated!
Those hateful pounds are real stinkers ("Never Binge Once again" by Glenn Livingston getting far
and away one of the worst books I've ever go through). Her center is in the proper place. Schaub
is an extremely funny and readable article writer, however the premise was just a little suspect. I
liked this book because this girl researched what sugar may carry out to the liver, heart, etc.
However, it is possible to tell that her nutritional background is limited despite her best
initiatives. I will not make or eat anything with them. I'd stick to whole grains too. That said,
dextrose is the last sweetener I would use. I appreciate the commitment and honesty this family



members put into the entire year Of No Sugar task. Also, bananas are high in sugar therefore i
would only eat half at the same time. She does not emphasize fruits that are low in sugar like
green apples and berries from the start. I admire her initiatives but would not recommend this
book as the holy grail of glucose abstinence. Dates are really high in sugar. I liked just how she
told her kids to choose what they would eat at the party by themselves. It creates them less
susceptible to go wild. Prepared flour turns to glucose quick after consumption. I'd also limit
corn, peas, carrots and other glucose troves.My first problem with this publication is that much
of it appears to be in line with the premise that sucrose is bad and evil but dextrose (also known
as glucose) is merely fine. I'd have loved her to say that excess sugar and junk causes a spike in
triglycerides (blood fat). Extra alkalinity or acidity in the blood creates an environment that
invites disease. Informative and True. It originates from corn. I am extremely inspired! Not a
"change in health" book While it was a telling of a year very long story, it generally does not
really get into the personal experience of how health changed on her behalf family as a result of
the experiment. I couldn't tell if it was just an artifact of how she thought we would tell the story,
however the heavy-handed family members experiment appeared to be an entire 12 months of
her discovery of pretty obvious resources of sugar. But I assume if she'd browse a label or two,
the reserve wouldn't have needed to be written.
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